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We stand CON on the resolution, “Resolved: Public colleges and universities in

developed countries should be tuition free.” We support our case with the following

2 contentions.

Contention 1: Free college worsens inequality

Free college sounds appealing and is often framed as the solution to inequality in

access to higher education. In practice however, free college is regressive and can

exacerbate inequality rather than address it. There are 2 warrants.

A. Free college is regressive, as Matt Bruenig explains in 2015: “The main prob-

lem with free college is that most students come from disproportionately well-off

backgrounds [. . . ]. At age nineteen, only around 20 percent of children from the

poorest 2 percent of families in the country attend college. For the richest 2 percent

of families, the same number is around 90 percent. [. . . ] the richer your parents are,

the greater the likelihood that you are in college [. . . ]. The relatively few poor kids

who do attend college heavily cluster in two-year community colleges and cheaper,

less selective four-year colleges, while richer kids are likely to attend more expensive

four-year institutions. At public colleges [. . . ], students from the poorest fourth of

the population currently pay no net tuition [. . . ]. Richer students currently receive
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much fewer tuition and living grant benefits. Given these class-based differences in

attendance levels, institutional selection, and current student benefit levels, making

college free for everyone would almost certainly mean giving far more money to stu-

dents from richer families than from poorer ones. Of course, providing more [. . . ]

might alter these class-based skews a bit by encouraging more poor [. . . ] people

to go to college [. . . ]. But even [. . . ] accounting for those [. . . ], the primary result

of such increased student benefit generosity would be to fill the pockets of richer

students and their families.”1

B. Free college widens inequality. This is because it decreases access to quality

education, as education experts Wesley Whistle and Tamara Hiler write in 2019:

“[. . . ] while the intent of free college is to increase access for low-income students,

it can have the opposite effect. Free college programs may impact where students

choose to enroll, making them more likely to attend schools that might not serve

them well or push them out of the schools likely to give them their best shot at

success. For example, free college programs designed only for community colleges

may discourage low-income students from attending a four-year school, even if they

are academically qualified to do so. New research out of Princeton University and the

University of Chicago has shown that [. . . ] students [. . . ] who would’ve otherwise

enrolled in four-year schools but instead enrolled in two-year schools—end up with

worse outcomes, including being 18 percentage points less likely to complete a four-

year degree compared to directly enrolling in a four-year school.

“And that can be problematic in the long run, as the wage premium of a four-year

degree is [. . . ] $900,000 more over the course of a lifetime [. . . ], which means this

diversion is ultimately setting low-income students back, not helping them succeed.

[. . . ]

“We already have a problem where students have limited access to attend college.

Most students attend college within 50 miles of home and yet 35 million people live

in education deserts, an area where there are either zero or only one public broad-

access college nearby. Enacting free college could make limited public institutions

even more selective, putting students who would normally attend them at risk of not

being admitted because more high-income students are choosing public institutions

instead of private. This ‘crowding out’ effect could push out 20% of low-income

students of these public institutions if free college was enacted.”2

Thus, because free public college would disproportionately benefit the middle class at

the expense of the truly disadvantaged, we should not make college tuition free

1Matt Bruenig (the founder of the People’s Policy Project, an American lawyer, blogger, policy

analyst, and commentator), ”The Case Against Free College”, 5 October 2015, New Republic,

https://newrepublic.com/article/123022/case-against-free-college.
2Wesley Whistle (Former Education Policy Advisor) and Tamar Hiler (Director of Ed-

ucation), ”Why Free College Could Increase Inequality”, 19 March 2019, Third Way,

https://www.thirdway.org/memo/why-free-college-could-increase-inequality.
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Contention 2: Free college worsens educational qual-

ity

As education expert Michael Horn writes in 2019: “[. . . ] doesn’t free college mean

money will flow to public colleges? Why will it starve them of funding? The evidence

from countries that have and previously had free college systems, such as Germany

[. . . ], is that pupil funding typically doesn’t keep up with the costs required for

those institutions to remain competitive on a global stage. Governments tend to

place caps on enrollment and caps on per pupil funding over time—and so the

colleges decline in quality. [. . . ] What’s so interesting is that 120 years ago, German

universities dominated the list of top universities in the world—eight of the 10

leading universities in the world were located in Germany [. . . ] Today there isn’t a

single German university in the top 10 worldwide [. . . ].”3

England is an especially instructive case, as Murphy et al. explain in 2017: “Until

1998, full-time students in England could attend public universities completely free

of charge. But concerns about declining quality at public institutions [. . . ] led to

a package of reforms [. . . ] including the introduction of [. . . ] tuition [. . . ].” They

continue: “[. . . ] the English experience [. . . ] illustrates the key challenge of a

free university system: insufficient resources. Lack of funding can lead to declining

quality, caps on quantity, or both, and prioritizing free tuition for all means less

money to help the neediest students with additional costs.”4

3Michael Horn (speaks and writes about the future of education and works with a portfolio of

education organizations to improve the life of each and every student. He is the author of the forth-

coming book, Choosing College. Michael serves as the head of strategy for the Entangled Group, an

education venture studio, and as a senior partner for Entangled Solutions, a strategy consultancy

for the education ecosystem. He is also the co-founder of and a distinguished fellow at the Clayton

Christensen Institute for Disruptive Innovation, a non-profit think tank. Michael is the author and

coauthor of multiple books, white papers, and articles on education, including the award-winning

book Disrupting Class: How Disruptive Innovation Will Change the Way the World Learns and

the Amazon-bestseller Blended: Using Disruptive Innovation to Improve Schools. An expert on

disruptive innovation, online learning, blended learning, competency-based learning, and how to

transform the education system into a student-centered one, he serves on the board and advisory

boards of a range of education organizations, including the Clayton Christensen Institute, the Robin

Hood Learning Tech Fund, and the LearnLaunch Institute. He also serves as an executive editor

at Education Next and is a venture partner at NextGen Venture Partners. Michael was selected

as a 2014 Eisenhower Fellow to study innovation in education in Vietnam and Korea, and Tech&

Learning magazine named him to its list of the 100 most important people in the creation and ad-

vancement of the use of technology in education. Michael holds a BA in history from Yale University

and an MBA from the Harvard Business School), ”Five Reasons Why Free College Doesn’t Make

The Grade”, 16 July 2019, Forbes, https://www.forbes.com/sites/michaelhorn/2019/07/16/five-

reasons-why-free-college-doesnt-make-the-grade/.
4Richard J. Murphy (Assistant Professor of Economics - University of Texas at Austin), Judith

Scott-Clayton (Associate Professor of Economics and Education - Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

versity; Senior Research Associate - Community College Research Center; Former Brookings Ex-

pert), and Gillian Wyness (Senior Lecturer in Economics of Education - University College London
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This is, in part, because free college addresses the wrong problem. Professor David

Kirp writes in 2019: “Eliminating tuition sounds like a utopian good, but it misses

the mark. It ignores the biggest reason students aren’t earning college degrees —

an appallingly high dropout rate — and it may make the situation worse.

“Freshmen are generally confident that they will earn a bachelor’s degree in four

years, but only about 40% actually do. Even after six years, just 60% have gradu-

ated. Community colleges have an even worse record [. . . ]

“It’s tempting to think that dropping out is merely a money issue and that zero

tuition will solve the problem. [. . . ] Dangling free education in front of students

prompts them to choose state colleges that are often less competitive and have lower

graduation rates than schools they might otherwise have attended. [. . . ]

“[F]or community college, research shows that free tuition alone at two-year schools

draws students away from four-year institutions. Because the graduation rate at

community colleges is much lower than at four-year schools, these students are less

likely to earn bachelor’s degrees. [. . . ]

“In short, quality matters, and many dollar-starved state schools can only afford to

batch-process students. They can’t provide the small classes, wide array of courses

and accessible advisors that contribute to high graduation rates. Free-college pro-

posals don’t include plans to replace the money that these schools, which rely heavily

on tuition, would lose if zero tuition comes to pass. What’s more, economists project

that in a free-college world, university enrollment would increase by as much as 22%,

stretching bare-bones budgets even further.” 5

In fact, recent global evidence shows this decline in educational quality to be true

across countries, as a study by the American Enterprise Institute in 2019 shows:

“By international standards, American colleges charge high tuition [. . . ]. This has

prompted many to wonder why the United States cannot copy the higher education

policies of certain other [. . . ] countries [. . . ] where students at public universi-

ties pay zero tuition [. . . ]. But subsidies are not the only aspect of a country’s

higher education system that policymakers should care about. Whether universi-

ties produce enough graduates and have enough resources to provide a high-quality

education also matter—but these aspects of higher education are usually in tension

with higher government subsidies. This report compares the United States to 34

other developed countries [. . . ], the United States ranks ahead of most of the devel-

oped world on other goals, such as college degree attainment and resources available

Institute of Education), ”Lessons from the end of free college in England”, 27 April 2017, Brook-

ings, https://www.brookings.edu/research/lessons-from-the-end-of-free-college-in-england/.
5David Kirp (a professor of public policy at UC Berkeley, is the author of “The College Dropout

Scandal.”), ”Opinion: Free college tuition won’t work, no matter what progressive Democrats tell

you”, 15 November 2019, Los Angeles Times, https://www.latimes.com/opinion/story/2019-11-

15/free-college-tuition-bernie-sanders-elizabeth-warren.
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for higher education. Conversely, ‘free college’ nations such as Finland more often

than not rank behind other countries on these other metrics. [. . . ] the findings are

consistent with a world in which government higher education regimes face budget

constraints. A government that pays for a greater share of each student’s college

education can afford to send fewer of those students to college, resulting in lower

overall degree attainment. Similarly, without the ability to raise revenue through tu-

ition, colleges may have fewer resources to spend on each student’s education [. . . ].”
6

Thus, because free college worsens inequality and hurts education quality, we stand

CON.

6Jason D. Delisle (a resident fellow at the American Enterprise Institute) and Preston Cooper (a

graduate student at George Mason University and a former research analyst at the American Enter-

prise Institute), ”International Higher Education Rankings Why No Country’s Higher Education

System Can Be The Best”, August 2019, American Enterprise Institute, https://www.aei.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/08/EMBARGOEDDelisleInt−Higher − Ed−Rankings.pdf
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